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Frankfurt, 7 September 2022 

 

Press Release 

 

FEROX LEGAL advises Peiker on investment into SKYFive AG 

 

Frankfurt/Main, 6 September 2022. German telematics specialist peiker has 
invested in Nokia spinoff SKYFive AG. peiker Holding is a developer of 
innovative communications systems, SKYFive offers broadband connections 
for commercial aircraft via existing telecommunications infrastructure. The 
investment marks a major milestone towards digitalization in the aviation 
industry which will lead to significant efficiency gains and service level 
improvements for both airlines and passengers.  

German telematics specialist peiker Holding GmbH, based in Bad Homburg, together 
with other strategic key investors is reacting to the increasing demand for efficient 
and affordable high-speed internet access in commercial aviation. SKYFive AG, based 
in Taufkirchen/Munich, is offering innovative solutions in this market. The Nokia 
spinoff allows airlines and passengers worldwide greatly improved internet access for 
commercial airliners to existing, ground-based telecommunications infrastructure via 
so-called air-to-ground communication (“A2G”). This means significantly improved 
bandwidth at substantially lower cost than existing access routes via satellite and 
thus provides mass access and complete digitalization in the aviation industry for the 
first time.   

FEROX-Corporate-Partner Dr. Johannes Weisser, who led the team which advised 
peiker on the SKYFive-Transaktion, explains: 

“peiker will continue to support SKYFive also via FTI Engineering Network GmbH in 
Wildau/Berlin. FTI is a specialist for video-based security systems in aviation which 
provides innovative camera-, video- und sensor technology-based solutions and is 
also part of the Peiker family group of companies.”   

Other strategic key investors of SKYFive are Safran Corporate Ventures, the VC arm 
of Safran, one of the largest aviation suppliers worldwide, ATKA Capital, a London-
based investment fund with long-standing experience in the aviation industry which 
has raised a dedicated fund for the investment, and SCIT who will assist in promoting 
SKYFive’s A2G business in Saudi Arabia and the Middle East.    

CEO Andreas Peiker is very excited about the latest developments: “The Peiker 
success story started with bringing cellular technology to the automotive industry 
and enabling the connected car. Commercial aviation is at the cusp of a similar 
connectivity revolution, and we are thrilled to spearhead it once more.” 

Legal advisors peiker Holding GmbH: 

FEROX LEGAL, Frankfurt am Main: Dr. Johannes Weisser, Corporate M&A 
(Federführung), Dr. Dennis Geissler (Commercial), Jürgen Heilbock (Corporate M&A) 

Taliens, München: Dr. Thomas Lynker (IP) 


